An Extra Tool to Protect Your Staff
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Dear Madam/Sir <<Last Name>>,

Let’s face it, it’s not just the students in school that struggle to follow
WHO guidelines. It takes a village to keep everyone safe, including
teachers and office staff.
The Time Timer WASH is typically used by children, but we are not
kidding when we say it is all ages and abilities. A germ-free office
and school is a healthy office and school, and the Time Timer WASH
is a way to keep your school office healthy.

WASH provides a touchless,
step-by-step instructional hand
washing experience that is in
line with the
WHO's recommended hand
washing techniques. Three
simple steps, timed just right: A
5-second soaping, a 20-second
scrubbing, and a 5-second
rinsing to top it all off.

The WASH provides a visual, and optional auditory, experience that
makes it easy for the hand washer to keep track of their progress.
The only focus for your staff is to follow the instructions and keep the
everyone safe. No matter who is in your office, we can guarantee
that they will understand the Time Timer WASH.
Think your staff could use some extra help at the sink? The WASH
can sit on a sink, be stuck via suction cup to a mirror, or be hung on
the wall. Whatever your preference, be sure to click the link below for
more info:

Learn More About the Time Timer WASH

Apply for a free sample of the Time Timer
WASH now that you're back in the
classroom:
Want to see how it works first-hand? We are offering a limited
number of early childhood administrators across the nation free
samples of the Time Timer WASH. There is no obligation or
commitment. Simply fill out the form below with your information
and we will ship your free sample, no strings attached.

Apply for a Free Sample

Interested in learning more about the
Time Timer WASH?
Let us know your primary early learning supply partners and
someone from our team will reach out to help you determine options
for cost-effectively equipping your schools with the new Time Timer
WASH.

Tell me more about the Time Timer WASH
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